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Solar cell stolen from Jacksonville weather station rain gauge 
Fritz 
The National Weather Service maintains this station behind Martin 
By Thomas Webb ing the rain gauge. He says that this is the 
News Editor first time in the station's three-year existence 
that anything has been stolen from it. 
"Who would want to steal a solar cell?" "I'm a little embarrassed that this is happen- 
This is what JSU geography professor Dr. Ted ing," says Klimasewski. "Because I have to 
Klimasewski is asking after a solar cell disap- call the National Weather Service and tell 
peared from Jacksonville's weather station, them that this is happening, when I reinforced 
Klimasewski said the solar cell is worth the idea that JSU students and people in 
somewhere around $1000, but that there is not Jacksonville and the surrounding area are 
a market for the thief to sell it. relatively honest." 
"I would suspect that it is someone who has Klimasewski does not believe the theft was 
a science mind, who understands that this is a random act of mischief. 
of value to them," said Klimasewski about the "The wire was cut, rather than pulled off or 
thief. "I don't know how they could end up yanked off. And you would think if it were 
selling it. Who would buy it? So, somebody vandalism by teenagers, that they would just 
has some sort of contraption at home that yank it off," Klimasewski said. "They had this 
could be powered by the solar cell. " in mind that they were going to steal it." 
According to Klimasewski, who is widely The crime could be more serious than the 
known as Dr. Ted K, he first noticed the cell 
was gone on Saturday, when he was check- See Solar page 5 
Jacksonville State student has car stolen by roommate 
By Caryn Pearson theft is very rare on campus," says Tubbs. description," explains Tubbs. "If there is a 
News Writer "The victim found his keys and cash person who fits that description and looks 
missing, and his roommate was also miss- ' I r n e  victim found his and cash sort of out of place They are going to 
JSU student Roger Avaus reported his ing," says Tubbs. Avaus says $15 was missing* and his roommate was check that person out." 
car stolen from the Dixon Hall parking lot taken and "he took the key off my key missing,, " Avaus says he has not spoken to his 
on October 28. chain." former roommate since the incident but he 
The theft occurred sometime between Two days later on the border between -sgt. Richard ~ , , b b ~  says "the car was returned with no damage 
eleven o'clock Monday night and eight- Gwinnett and Fulton counties in Georgia, and nothing was stolen from the car." 
thirty the next morning, according to UPD the SouthTrust Bank was robbed. "Brian Keith Otte has been charged with 
report. A JSU student is the suspect in the The police report states a man fitting possession of stolen vehicle, and the re- 
theft. the bank robber's description was stopped "What happens when a robbery is called port does state it was later determined he 
Richard Tubbs, Deputy Chief University at a local grocery store, the officer ran the in all the police in the area are looking for was officially not involved with the bank 
Police says this is unusual for JSU. "Car car tags and the car came back stolen. someone fitting that particular physical robbery," says Tubbs. 
Jax State psychologist studies behavior of pigeons 
By Jeana Miller 
News Writer 
"When people talk about the major uni- 
versities in Alabama in psychology, they 
say Tuscaloosa, Auburn, and Jacksonville 
State," commented Dr. William Palya, 
Director of the Southeastern Behavioral 
Analysis Center. 
"We're perceived as one of the.. . promi- 
nent universities producing people in be- 
havior analysis." 
For over 10 years, SEBAC has helped to 
add to the list of successful JSU gradu- 
ates. Usually only one or two students at 
a time work with Palya in his lab. How- 
ation, always go to the graduate school of 
their choice with full scholarships. 
"I never worry about placing my stu- 
dents," Palya said. "It's just not a prob- 
lem ... People out there at universities 
fight over them." 
Palya attributes the success of his stu- 
dents to their undergraduate work in the 
SEBAC lab on publishable research. 
"An advantage to Jacksonville for un- 
dergraduates is the undergraduates who 
work for me, if they were at Emory, 
probably could not work in the lab," Palya 
explained, "and they could not get-publi- 
cations because the faculty people would 
ever, Palya says his students, after gradu- See Pigeon page 3 Dr. William Palya studies these pigeons in the basement of Ayers Hall Fritz 
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before graduating. The sessions will be held at the Roundhouse on the 
following dates and times: Dec. 1, at 10 a.m. or 3 p.m.; Dec. 2, at 2 p.m.; 
Dec 3, at 8:30 a.m., or 3 p.m.; Dec. 4 a t  2 p.m.; Dec. 5 a t 9  a.m. or 3 
p.m.. Student teachers will meet December 17, 1997 at 2:30 p.m. at the 
The SGA reminds students that November 17-21 is Whup Troy 
Week. Pep rally at Paul Snow Stadium Tuesday, November 18, at 8:00 
p.m. Wednesday, November 19 Hypnotist, Thomas Bresadola at Leone 
Cole 8:00 p.m. November 19-20 Blood Drive at the TMB, 31d floor 9 
a.m.-4 p.m. Jax State vs. Troy State at Troy, game at 7:00 p.m.: Whup 
Cults; what is a cult? What attracts people to them? What harmful 
effects can be produced? Deception! Mind Control! Speaker: Craig 
Branch, Vice President and SE Regional Director of Watchman Fellow- 
ship, nationally known anti-cult ministry-. Mr., Branch serves on the 
Board of Directors for Wellspring Retreat and Resource Center, a 
resident facility for the counseling and rehabilitation of individuals and 
families in cult-related issues. He is a regular resource as cult expert for 
such media as Time, Newsweek, NY Times, USA Today, LA Times, 
ETC. Sponsored by: Sociology Club at 2:30 Tuesday, 1 l/i8/97 in room 
3 13 Brewer Hall. Everybody is welcome. 
Jacksonville Church of Christ college student devotional meetings 
every Monday night at 7:00 p.m. at Jacksonville Christian student 
Center. Free meal provided, singing and bible study. Everyone is 
invited. 
The Jamoja dance troupe holds weekly rehearsals every Tuesday and 
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Anders Roundhouse. If you enjoy dancing, or 
would like to learn, please join us. The troupe's dance repertoire includes 
dance styles such as tap, ballet, modern, jazz, African, and lyrical. 
Sponsored by the Office of Minority Affairs. 
The SHC will be giving flu shots again this year beginning Monday, 
October 13 at a cost of $10, available to JSU staff and students only. The 
student's will be charged to their accounts at the Bursar's office and the 
staff will pay on site. We will be giving the shots on Monday and 
Wednesday afternoons from 1:30-4:30 p.m. and on Friday mornings 
from 8:30-11: 15 a.m. Please call and bring your JSU ID card. 
Scott Hopkin, Editor in Chief 
Rachel Riddell, Managing Editor Thomas Webb, News 
Editor Chris Colvard, Features Editor Shannon Fagan, 
Sports Editor Kevin Fotovich, Photographer 
Lori Brown, Advertising Director 
Clarke Stallworth, Advisor 
The Chanticleer, the student newspaper of Jacksonville State Universit), is 
produced by students. The editor in chief has the final decision on editorial 
content. Editorials are the opinions of the editorial s@ft'unless otherwise 
stated. The editor in chief reserves the right to edit for content and space 
Funding is provided through advertisements and University appropriations. 
Our office is located in 180 Self Hall. We can be reached at 782-5701, and our 
advertising director can be reached at 782-5712. Our e-mail address is 
SGA pushes for changes SGA Bills 1 
in graduation Ceremony I The SGA Senate i n t r m  seven 
By T h o m a s  Webb i ng .  All  these  b i l l s  were 
N e w s  Editor sponsored by SGA 2nd  Vice 
president Greg Swindall .  
Commencement a t  JSU may "Most of them a re  pretty 
become more ceremonial  if a 11luch a l r eady  do ing  thei r  
SGA Senate resolution is  em- job." Swindall  sa id  about the 
braced by the  Universi ty.  nominees.  "But th is  i s  just 
Monday the  Senate passed officially announcing i t . "  
Student Resolution 4. which Two allocations were also 
requests that  adminis t ra t ion  introduced a n d  passed.  SGA 
add a student procession and  Controller  Dusty Kilgore said 
recession to graduat ion.  Cur-  at  the  meeting that  after  Mon-  
rently only the  faculty mem- day 's  a l loca t ions  the re  i s  
bers involved in  commepce- $640 left in the  Allocations 
ment walk in a s  a group. Fund.  Kilgore added that  if 
The resolution was spon- next week's proposed alloca- 
sored by the  Academic Affairs t ions pass,  there  will be no 
Commit tee .  who have been more money left to al locate 
working on th is  for  several  for th i s  semester.  
weeks .  A member  of t h e  Bil l  35  was introduced to 
committee sa id  tha t  a peti t ion change the  requirements for 
in  favor of the  resolution had organizat ions  receiving allo- 
been signed by around 200 cat ions .  The bil l  was intro- 
s tuden t s .  The  resolut ion duced to require that  repre- 
passed wi th  no d i s sen t ing  sen ta t ives  of o rgan iza t ions  
votes.  requesting allocations a t tend 
The Senate a lso  introduced meetings of the  student sen-  
seven bi l l s  at  the  meet ing.  a te .  
Bil ls  29 through 32 were "About three or four weeks 
appointnlents of four commit-  ago we made some aniend- 
tee chai rpersons .  which were ments to [SGA Code of Laws 
tabled unt i l  next week's  meet-  Section] 602 as  far  a s  the 
al locations go , "  sa id  Consti-  
''To adegree this has worked, tut ion/Code of Laws Commit-  
andtoadegreeit'sbeena t ee  Cha i rpe r son  Chip  
failure. We have wantonlv let Yarbrough about the  need for 
J J - 
thingsjustcome throughhere t he  b i l l .  "TO a degree th is  has 
without raising the correct worked, and  to a degree it 's 
been a fa i lure .  We have wan- 
questions. " t on ly  le t  t h i n g s  just  come 
-Chip Yarbrough through here without raising 
the  correct  questions." 
bills at Monday's meeting. Four were 
appointments, two were allocations, 
and one was an amendment to the 
Code of Laws. There was also one 
Resolution. 
*Bill 29 - to appoint Stephen Simms as 
: Special Events Committee Chairper- 
son for the academic year. The bill was 
tabled until next week. 
*Bill 30 - to appoint Shane Thomason 
as Cinematic Arts Committee Chair- 
person for the academic year. The bill 
was tabled until next week. 
*Bill 31 - to appoint Amy Eberhart as 
Casino Night Committee Chairperson 
for the academic year. The bill was 
tabled until next week. 
*Bill 32 - to appoint Consuela Black as 
Issues, Concerns, and Cultural Affairs 
Committee Chairperson. The bill was 
tabled until next week 
*Bill 33 - to allocate $180 to the Jack- 
sonville State Cycling Club, to pay- for 
a trip to the Southeast Collegiate Cy- 
cling Association Conference. The bill 
passed with one dissenting vote. 
*Bill 34 -to allocate $100 to the Com- 
puter Science Club, to go to the South- 
eastern Conference. The bill passed 
unanimously. 
*Bill 35 - to aniend the SGA Code of 
Laws Chapter 602.8 #3 to require that 
organizations seeking allocations must 
attend the meetings of both the Alloca- 
tions Committee and the SGA Senate. 
The bill passed unanimously. 
*Resolution 4 - to recommend that the 
university add a student procession and 
recession to commencement exercises. 
The resolution passed unanimously. 
Ft. McClellan hosts Native American festival 
B y  C a t h y  Higg ins  let people know that there's still public is by speaking at various 
N e w s  Writer Native Americans left and alive in organizations about their heritage. 
the United States of America," he "I've been asked to speak at a club 
Native Americans gathered at says. this next weekend and 1'11 be wear- 
Fort McClellan this past weekend Participants in the festival stress ing my regalia 
to pay tribute td their heritage. that part of the education process The main activities at the festi- 
The Native American Festival is to dispel the 111yths that sur- val were a series of dances that 
started Friday afternoon and. de- round Natii~e Americans. "We served various purposes. Singers 
spite the brisk weather. continued want people to know that we're not chanted in time to the beat of 
all day Saturday. - the stereotypical Indians they see drums while the dancers circled 
"It's a bit cold. but u-e had a on televisio,~~." saps Smith. "We the bonfire in various movements. 
good turnout anyway." saj.s Gary don't all 'Tonto talk'. We have According to Lane. dances were 
Smith, Master of Ceremonies for beliefs, goals. and dreams for our for certain tribes. men only. or 
the festival. lives just like everybody else. But inter-tribal, meaning anyone could 
According to Jerry Langley, a we manage to hold on to the tradi- participate. 
member of the Native American tions that for years and years we "These songs are so old that 
Color Guard and Warrior Society, had to keep inside because we were nobody knows where a lot of then1 
the main focus of the fes t i~al  is to persecuted." came from," says Lane. "We 
educate the public about Native Smith says that another way Na- 
American Heritage. "We come to tive Americans hope to educate the see Native page 4 
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Ceremonial drummers were part of the festival. Fritz 
Native from page 2 
dance for the veterans, we dance self. 
for the people, we dance for the "I have been traveling around 
children, we dance for the for thirty-five years with various 
women--most of all we dance for organizations like Muscular Dys- 
the Creator." trophy Association," he says. "I 
Several nations were repre- make what I sell and donate the 
sented at the festival this week- money to them." 
end. Among them were Chero- Many of those participating in 
kee, Sioux, Apache, Chickasaw, this weekend's festival, attend 
and Creek. similar events on a regular basis. 
"It doesn't matter what tribe "This is probably the last one of 
you're from, or what nation," the season," says Smith. "These 
says Bear. Anybody is welcome pow wows usually start in April 
to participate. We're all one-- and last throughout the summer 
Students from pane 3 
make major changes in eligibility 
for independent and dependent stu- 
dents. Lawmakers reserved $430 
million after intense discussions in 
which the House of Representative 
favored a larger amount but the 
Senate proposed no money at all. 
USSA and other education groups 
wanted Congress to return to old 
rules that governed independent 
and dependent students before 
1992. Under that formula, a depen- 
dent student could earn $4,250 and 
remain fully eligible for Pell, while 
an independent student could make 
$6,400 a year. 
"We appreciate the action House 
and Senate appropriators have just 
taken," Adelsheimer said. How- 
ever, USSA will pursue more gen- 
erous income protections when 
Congress reauthorizes the Higher 
Education Act and all major student 
aid programs next year, she said. 
Students won another small vic- 
tory when House and Senate nego- 
tiators agreed to set aside $25 mil- 
lion for State Student Incentive 
Grants, in which the federal gov- 
ernment provides matching money 
for states to offer their own need- 
based financial aid. The White 
House, Senate and House of Repre- 
sentative all had sought to termi- 
nate the program at some point this 
year. - 
Funding first was restored on the 
Senate floor after extensive lobby- 
ing by student groups and others. 
Lawmakers then agreed to continue 
the program in the recent House1 
Senate negotiations on student aid 
funding. "There is tremendous 
grassroots support for this pro- 
gram," Adelsheimer said. 
Supporters had noted some states 
could end need-based aid if they did 
not receive the federal match 
through SSIG. 
With other student aid programs: 
*Congress made a slight cut in 
campus-based Perkins Loans, 
where funds would fall from $188 
million to $182 million. However, 
the program still would receive 
$158 million in new capital contri- 
butions next year. 
*Lawmakers also failed to ap- 
prove a White House request for 
more college worklstudy funding. 
President Clinton had asked 
Congress of rS2.75 billion over five 
years to support America Reads, a 
program that would pay work-study 
students to teach school children to 
read. Instead, lawmakers opted for 
a funding freeze at the current level 
of $830 million. 
*Supplemental Educational Op- 
portunity Grants, another campus- 
based program for needy students, 
would receive a funding increase of 
$31 million in the new bill. 
Congress recommended $614 mil- 
lion for this program in 1998. 
*Elsewhere, House and Senate 
negotiators would provide $1 18 
million for historically black col- 
leges, up $10 million form current 
funding; $529 million for TRIO 
programs that help recruit and re- 
tain low-income students, a $30 
million increase; and $29 million 
for Byrd Honors Scholarships for 
high-achieving students, the same 
as current funding. 
This HouseISenate agreement 
would cover fiscal year 1998, which 
actually began Oct. 1. Student aid 
programs received temporary funds 
through November while lawmak- 
ers tried to reach final agreement on 
these issues. The bill still need 
final House and Senate approval, 
after which it will go to the White 
House. 
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Pigeon from page 1 
be working with Ph.D. students without electricity .... So, elec- study, and so insulating sound is 
and wouldn't have any time for tricity is really a good example really quite difficult." 
undergraduates. " of something that went from However, the pigeons are not 
Palya believes that teaching simply understanding some- the only animals at SEBAC. 
and research are integral in all thing to we all depend upon it, There are also Gorby the Chi- 
scientific fields. but Benjamin Franklin never huahua, Louise the ferret, Emily 
"It's convenient for some peo- envisioned any of it." the rabbit, and Pinky and Char- 
ple to say 'research is for 'lose Palya and his students use lie the chinchillas. 
people at Harvard, and I just pigeons for their research. He "Those are pets that I buy out 
want to sit in my classes and explained why pigeons are the of my pocket, and they're for a 
teach what I think is right.' animal of choice. He says they petting zoo," Palya said. 
Science is moving forward too are basically a pest in nature. He added that the animals 
fast to do that," he said. "I relatively inexpensive, easy to also provide opportunities to ob- 
think it cheats the student." serve different kinds of behav- 
Palya added that faculty ior. He used Gorby as an exam- 
members, in order to stay on the 'ytk convenient for SOme Pea- pie. 
cutting edge, must do research ple to say kesearch is for "If you give her food she takes 
and submit it for publication. thosepeople atHaward, and her food, ... runs around with it, 
"In the same way that if 1just want to sit in m ~ a s s e s  and ... throws it up in the air. 
you're a student, it 's fun to Then it bounces and rolls off 
study and everything, but it's and leach what I think is someplace, and she runs around 
really tests that ... keep you hon- right.' Science is movingfor- searching for it which is a very 
est," he said. "If you're a fac- ward to0 fast to do that. I dog kind of behavior," he said. 
ulty member,. . . . the way you think it cheats the student. " "[The animals are] really in- 
take tests is to submit for publi- teresting examples of behavior. 
cation, and they review it, and -Dr. William Palya I think that everybody in the lab you get a grade by your review, really loves Gorby as a dear pet, 
and that way you force yourself but [she] does illustrate dog be- 
to keep current or you validate. .. keep, very healthy (meaning havior, . .. and that's one of the 
that you are current." they don't communicate or catch things we want to try to teach 
Palya and his students do ba- human diseases), and they do a people as psychologists is ... to 
sic research with the goal of behavior that's really inexpen- see behavior." 
understanding behavior. Their sive to measure. I 
Congress helps working students 
By clhade~- students who do not rely on family 
College Press Service contributions can earn onlv $3.000 
annually before they begin to lose 
WASHINGTON--College stu- Pell Grant benefits. 
dents could receive larger Pell The new bill would raise this 
Grants and remain eligible for aid threshold to $4,250. Independent 
even if they work under legislation students who are married or have - 
set for approval in Congress. children could earn up to $7,250 
The measure endorsed by House and remain eligible for the federal 
and Senate leaders should result in grant program. 
more funds for Pell Grants and Dependent students also begin to 
more realistic eligibility standards lose access when they earn more 
for working students, say student than $1,750 a year. That amount 
leaders. The full House and Sen- would increase to $2,200 under 
ate are expected to approve the the new plan, advocates say. 
legislation and forward the mea- These gains are important, 
sure on to the president. though Congress still must do 
The most needy students could more to address the issue, student 
receive maximum grants of $3,000 leaders say. 
a year, up from $2,700 currently. "This is a step in the right direc- 
If enacted into law, this new level tion, but we need to see further 
also would represent a gain of expansion to see that independent 
more than $500 in the maximum and dependent students have ac- 
grant during the past two years cess," said Erica Adelsheimer, leg- 
Lawmakers also set aside about islative director for the United 
$400 million to address a tricky States Student Association 
eligibility problem that critics say (USSA). 
discourages college students from USSA had projected Congress 
working to raise money for their would need about $700 million to 
education. 
Under current law, independent See page 
findings may be applied to hu- "What you do is you choose an 
man problems, but SEBAC stu- animal that just presses on a I AS PART OF THE AYERS LECTURE SERIES 
dents'focus more on "how things little button,- and- you let the 
work" than on their possible computer count how many times 
application. Palya uses the ex- it presses the button," he said. 
ample of Benjamin Franklin to Palya added that it's very easy 
explain the concept of basic re- to communicate to pigeons, and 
search to his class. the easiest, most inexpensive 
"Benjamin Franklin, 200 kind of stimulus that re- 
years ago, was doing basic re- searchers can produce is a col- 
search in electricity," Palya ex- ored light. Palya explained the 
plained. "It had no human ap- reason for not using sound. 
plication .... He just wanted to ''The best example is how 
know how does electricity work. hard it is to insulate yourself 
Well. 200 vears later, I would from sound in the dorm," he 
say that haif the people in North said. "Everybody's stereos are 








414 Chestnut St. 205-543-7833 Gadsden, A 1  I I 
Sponsored by the Department of Communication 
Rick Bragg 
Pulitzer Prize Winning Reporter for 
The New York Times 
Bragg, a reporter for The New York Tinzes, 
former reporter for The Anniston Star, is currently 
traveling around the country promoting his book 
"All Over But The Shoutin'," the story of Rick's 
life and a tribute to his remarkable mother. 
To Speak At 1:00 p.m. 
Wednesday 
November lgth, 1997 
Houston Cole Library 
1 lth Floor 
Free-Everyone Invited! 
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Faces of Aids photo exhibit part of AIDS Awareness Week 
Rachel Riddell 
Managing Editor 
The Faces of AIDS exhibit is 
designed to breakdown the 
stereotypes that AIDS is only 
the problem of I.V. drug users 
and homosexuals, according to 
press release materials. 
People with AIDS are no 
longer only found in big cities, 
but in little towns across the 
United States. 
Jeffrey Bowen and John Paul 
Jones are medical photogra- 
phers for the University of 
Arkansas for Medical Sciences. 
They were able to complete the 
Faces of Aids project with 
backing from UAMS and a 
$1,500 grant for framing from 
the Biological Photographic 
Association. 
This exhibit has been on dis- 
play from New Orleans, 
Louisiana all the way to Reno, 
Nevada. 
The Faces of AIDS exhibit 
seeks to visually demonstrate 
the diversity that has come to 
the HIV-infected community in 
Arkansas in the 1990s. 
It can be anyone from a rela- 
tive to a neighbor. It doesn't 
matter how the disease was 
transmitted. This is what each 
photograph emphasizes. 
All of the black and white 
photos on display are 
Arkansans that are infected 
with HIV or AIDS. Young 
children are captured playing. 
A dairy rancher observing his 
cattle. A young boy celebrating 
his birthday. A former coach, 
and now graduate student lives 
on with the illness. 
The Faces of AIDS exhibit is 
a part of AIDS Awareness 
Week at Jacksonville State Uni- 
versity. Dr. William Bowen, 
Head of the Biology Depart- 
ment at JSU, was able to bring 
the exhibit here at no cost. Its 
next stop will be at the Medical 
College of Georgia, and later at 
Harvard. 
The Faces of Aids exhibit runs through todcry. Leslie Bailey 
Solar from page 1 
- - 
thief may realize. according to Kli- ''This could be a,federal of- before they are caught. 
masewslu. ferlse, hecazl,re t,+iaY is *va- "I would suspect that if we catch 
"This could be a federal offense; lional Service the person, and it's federal prop- 
because this is National Weather e@-, they're going to be in whole 
Service property," he said, "This is properg. nis js not Jack- heaps of trouble," Klimasewski 
not Jacksonville State University s0?1vilje State Universiy said. "So the best thing they can do 
property." properly. " is just drop it off over by the rain 
The station, which is maintained gauge, and maybe nothing hap- 
pens." by the National Weather Service, - D ~ .  ~~d ~ l i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ k i  - 
is located behind Houston Cole 
Library and Martin Hall. The 
missing solar cell, which is ap- The best thing the criminal 
From the Face of AIDS: 20 'S 1IIftKted with FEV, @er one . The Cxnter for Disease Control and war Of ne'v HIV infections oc- 
m e n t i o n  estimates fiat more than CUT among W'P" under age z5. 
million people in the United States- From the AP wire: 
one in every 250-are infected&HIV. Since AIDS was idenlified in the 
Worldwde today, over 90% of newly early 1980s, more than one million 
infected adults acquired HIV through Americans have become infected with 
heterosexual contact. the virus; more than a quarter of them 
* Every hour someone under the age of have died. 
proximately 3 feet square, could do, according to Kli- 
the station's rain gauge. masewski, is return the solar cell 1 
Alpha Xi Delta-Congratulations cers for 1997-98. They are as 
to our new officers for 1998. follows: President: Erin Henley, 
Thanks to the 1997 officers. You first Vice President: Jessica Barker, 
all did a great job in rnalang it a second vice president: Aimee Say- 
great year. ers, Secretary: Allison Eason, 
Good luck to our volleyball and Treasurer: Libby Taylor, Historian: 
bowling intramural teams. Keep Arnie Crow, Membership Chair- 
up the good work! person: Amanda Laughlin, Panhel- 
lenic Delegate: Kelly Rhinehart, 
JSU panhellenic-Congratula- Ritual Chairperson: Erin Wilson, 
tions to Zeta Tau Alpha-Sorority Membership Assistant: Ginny Con- 
of the Week last week. ner. 
e t a  Tau Alpha-Congratulations Alpha Omicron Pi-The sisters of 
to our new sisters on their initia- Alpha Omicron Pi would like to 
tion-we are proud of you. The wish the New sisters and sisters 
members of Zeta Tiu Alpha re- good luck on Thursday, at the spirit 
cently elected their executive ofli- dance. WE LOVE YOU! 
Heard about something tka CkmfJc9ee~ 
should know about? Contact us at 782- 
5701, through campus mall a8 me 




In Your Education! 
C c 
Humans are not battery 
operated toys! 
9 9  
The Chanticleer November 13, 1997 
Rachel Riddell with an assist from Kevin Fotovich 
Timing is everything. 
I I 
Many people have heard the phrase, "know make sure that your partner is someone you 
when to say when." This phrase often goes really like and find worth spending time with 
with the consumption of your favorite alco- as opposed to just somebody you will settle 
holic drink. for. If you are hungry for attention and don't 
Today, boys and girls, were going to take want the sex then please, please, find a better 
the phrase to new and interesting outlet for your energies. If you go through 
realms ... sexual realms. Think about it now- with it, chances are that you will regret the 
"Know when to say when!" So, what are experience later 
your thoughts on the phrase now? If all you want to do is place another notch 
I know. It's very odd to tell your partner to in your belt then you had better be prepared 
cool his or her jets in the heat of the moment. to lay all your cards out on the table in the 
But sometimes, you're just not comfortable very beginning. This is the one time in your 
in going any farther with the activity. There life that you SHOULD be totally honest. 
is always a way to communicate these You're not just playing with a body. There 
thoughts before things get out o are emotions in that body that 
hand, or beyond your person should be dealt with, not played 
desires at that time. with. Humans are not battery 
How do you get your partner t operated toys ! 
stop? Simple. Just speak up. S Let us not forget about the 
something. Say anything. Let th chances that are taken with mother 
person know any way you kno nature. In today's day and age, 
how. If they really like you as mu everyone should be aware of the 
as you think they do, they will use of and the acquisition of con- 
respect you enough to stop and lis- doms. Use condom sense! Let 
ten. If they don't stop to listen, m er know that you want to be safe. 
Unfortunately, some people think that 
"please stop" means, "Com'on, bring it on! 
All the way baby!" Hopefully, this number 
of sub-human mucous dripping scum licking 
roach infested brain farters are in low num- 
bers ... but they are out there. What to d o  in 
this situation? Usually a good scream and a 
harsh pelting on the other's body can help. 
Just recently, my father warned me, 
"Rachel, watch out. There are a lot of guys 
out there wanting just to sew their 'wild 
oats."' Gee, thanks Dad. 
What is important here is that everyone 
should be very aware when they are making 
themselves vulnerable to their partner. If you 
think your partner is just out to put another 
notch on his (or her) belt, then beware. True 
colors are often exposed (along with extra 
Be one of the positive statistics that actually 
have a planned family andlor make it through 
life without a sexually transmitted disease. 
Live long and prosper and all that other cool 
stuff. 
Anyway, back to my point. In the past I 
have made the mistake of not communicating 
my thoughts to my partner. Later on, 1 felt 
really stupid about what I had done. I do 
NOT wish any other person to go through 
what I did. Don't hesitate about what you 
want to say. Don't be afraid to say it up front. 
Say it quick, sometimes it can all happen so 
fast. Sometimes it happens so fast that it's 
over with before you know it and you're left 
feeling short changed and extraordinarily 
awkward. Unfortunately, it's the kind of awk- 
wardness that hangs around for a while. And 
skin) during this romp. So, by all means, that's depressing as hell! 
r I 
Scott Hopkin 
Painting a rape. 
I Last week, I saw red when most people 
were looking at a painting. No, why I 
was upset had very little to do with the 
painting itself; I was furious because 
someone laughed, several chortled, and 
the teacher, abet uncomfortably, joined 
in. 
People should not laugh at rape. 
The class I'm taking is supposed to help 
ground us into some form of culture, 
which it does passably well. The profes- 
sor in question was simply showing us a 
painting that he probably shows every 
year, one of the old classics paintings, 
I 
When someone is drunk, that does not 
take away their ability to consent to sex. 
If she wears revealing clothes, that does 
not mean her date was teased and has any 
rights to touch her. And if she says no, 
she's not waffling, not playing, not 
meaning "maybe," she means no. 
The people who laughed in my class 
were nervous; rape is considered to be a 
touchy subject at best, and not regularly 
talked about. Rape should be discussed. 
It is not a shame, it is not a sign of some 
moral weakness in the woman abused. 
By people not talking about rape, the 
showing roman soldiers in the image of a "soiled woman," 
act of rape. both to everyone else who 
I think the people I know have avoids the topic, and to the 
been lucky. Of the multitudes of women themselves. Some 
female friends I have, I on people blame the women for 
know of three who have bee ithe whole situation by saying 
raped or seriously molested. All things like "they should have 
I'm going to say is I'm very glad known better," or "they should 
I've never had to get close to one have not worn what they did," 
of the people who did it. or flat out stating their igno- 
Of the three people, only one rance, "you know they 
has actually filed charges and is going 
through with the court case. That's actu- 
ally much better than what happens on 
average. According to the Clayton Rape 
Crisis Center, only one of every ten 
women raped actually report the crime, 
and only slightly more than half of the 
crimes reported result in an arrest. And 
only 60% of the people who are taken to 
trial are convicted. 
The crisis center also estimates that 
only 2% of the reported rapes are false. 
If the rapes against women are ignored, 
then the male half doesn't exist as far as 
the public is concerned. Estimates say 
that roughly one out of every eight boys 
will be molested sexually by the age of 
18. 
Rape is not about sex. Rape is about 
power. People who rape have to hurt oth- 
ers to make themselves feel big. They 
force themselves on others, not because 
they want to have sex, but because they 
want the kick of seeing someone else 
hurting, or completely dominated. 
Most people know the rapist before- 
hand, and most rapes are planned well in 
advance. Date rapes are particularly 
common; the rapist gets a girl into a pri- 
vate place, then insists that she "owes" 
her for the dinner and the movie. 
enjoyed it." 
Hearing things like that make me want 
to vomit. 
Women who have been raped almost 
always blame themselves first. The reai- 
tion from there varies from person to per- 
son, but they always start out blaming 
themselves. This isn't helped by the way 
people rake what happened under the 
rug. 
There are a few things people can do to 
protect themselves. On the first few 
dates, especially blind dates, meet the 
person you're going to go out with at a 
public place. Watch for people who 
touch too much, especially when you've 
already expressed that you don't want 
them to; this shows a lack of caring for 
your personal space, and a lack of 
respect. Never go off with someone you 
don't know from a party, especially if 
either of you have been drinking. 
Always let a friend know when you're 
planning to come back from a date, and 
update them if you might be out later 
than you planned. 
Foremost, remember that you don't 
have to do anything you don'rwant to do. 
I don't care what your date did for you 
that evening, you don't owe them any- 
thing. 
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Shannon Fagan: 
Some questions, plus statements to ponder: Do faculty get tickets for parking in student parking 
places? 
If the proposed plan for the quad to house core subjects in the future (especially for on campus live- 
ins) where are the commuters going to p'ark? On campus residents, even now, do not have enough park- 
ing places. 
If the University made available to students more legal parking would it not cut down the huge 
amount the police department is making on fines for illegal parking? 
After 4:00 in the afternoon at the Gadsden Campus, parking is allowed in all places for students except 
handicap and fire zones. 
The quad is not so beautiful that some parking can be made of it. 
I propose that the staff and faculty vie for parking for one month? Then sympathy for those who are 
so restricted to a few spots can be felt. 
In most other businesses employees park the farthest from the building so the customers can have eas- 
ier access to the building. 
We pay tuition and even take time from our jobs to attend this institution, so are we not the customers? 
I enjoyed your editorial in the school paper on 6 Nov 97. 
Billy A. Vance, BFA Student 
Dear Mr. Hopkin, 
As a JSU graduate and a Weaver resident, I don't understand why JSU is giving resistance to the Rails- 
to-Trails project. I would love the opportunity to be able to get on my bike in Weaver and ride to 
Georgia if I so desired. 
This trail would be a wonderful opportunity to make JSU unique among all other southern colleges, 
as no other rails-to-trails project exists in the south except for Florida. The trail could be a successful 
marketing tool which could increase the student body thereby bringing more revenue to JSU. It could 
possibly become a tourist attraction which would allow for ice-cream shops, blke rental shops, and 
other business opportunities. It could allow the criminal justice department to expand their bike patrol 
program and ensure student safety at the same time. 
To alter the planned course away from the Greek housing project to run along highway 204 is a poor 
idea. This raises safety issues and complicates the project because acquirement of private property 
becomes involved and could delay the project. I also believe that fraternities and sororities would sup- 
port the trail coming through the housing project because it would be so easily accessible. I urge stu- 
dents to support this project. I believe that JSU is making a mistake if they do not take advantage of 




*The Chanticleer will not print letters which are libelous andlor defamatory. 
*The Chanticleer reserves the right to edit letters for space and grammar as well as style. 
*There will be at least two weeks between publication of letters from the same person and we will publish 
rebuttals no later than two weeks after the publication of the article, editorial, or letter in question. 
*The Chanticleer reserves the right to refuse publication of any submission. 
*Deadline for submissions is noon Monday, before desired publication. 
*Submissions may be brought to the Chanticleer office, sent through campus vail to 180 Self Hall, or 
e-mailed to newspapermstudent-mail.jsu.edu. All submissions must include a name, phone number, and 
student number for JSU students. 
If you were on the "Gong 
Show", what would you do? 
--Compiled by Fritz and Leslie Bailey 
Read this poem. "My Lady, My 
Love, that is gay wrote my girl- 
shave my lower halfwith my feet. 
Dance like the Irish people in 
Leanne Jordan 
Make my lip twitch--None of my 
Streak the Gong Show while 
Micah Pittman 
Sing in my granny voice Happy 
Bookstore Staff 
while tap dancing and wearing 
flowing robes and a feather boas! 
Guy Fawkes Day A British holiday of thanksgiving is celebrated here at JSU 
by Phil Attinger sored a Guy Fawkes celebra- best qualities of both so that caught, tned, found guilt\, and think in the future I'll always 
F e a t u r e s  Writex tion The Office of Financial e\eryone could be happj executed, as were all his coin- spend my Guy Fawkes nights 
Ad.  Student Go\ erinnent. and Apparentl! . not e\ eryone was rades here " 
On N o v e d r  5. 1605. Eng- Student Activities hale also happ! Even though Eliza- Today, in England, Bonfire Dickens tells that ch~ldreil 
land's P a r w e n t  opened with- helped. With a bonfire on the beth's successor. James I, Night, or Fireworks Night. is a make the efligies out of old 
out a hit&. We s h o a  izlen- IM Field. and coffee and cook- proinised tolerance to chldren's celebration. as Ger- clothes. and then set out with 
tion && sgveral keg;s of gun- ies from Marriot. this year's Catholics. he came under the ald Dickens describes it. In theeffia tocollect money, sup- 
powder m e 4  in the celebratloll dreu a record influence of his Secretary of public parks, people haxe ,a,posedly for all the local chari- 
basemnk wait$;agf~r a8 ~ss- crowd of about 200 to 300 stu- State who was a notorious anti- huge bonfire and a fire$o&:i?s+ "It's a much larger holiday . 
sin's and &e n s ~ s s i n  dents, facult).., and residents Catholic E v e n W y ,  a group dlsplaj, altd so~netin~es peci$dL:@n you would celebrate Hal- 
d just In time. Also, &, Gerald Dickets, the of inegl wo&d plan to kill the will have their own sinall fires loween. uhich is only begin- 
~ta in  resu;tkl& grcal-gsccrt grandson of Charles Rotestant king atid his @\ern- 111 their backyards at hoine ning to take off in England " 
under Pdpttc-$ X ~EEngla l~& and Dickens. told the croi\d about nlent by blowiug up Parliament "My priman memorq of Boil- Near the end of the festivities, 
member; of Parli&inent kept Guy Fawkes Night cclcbrations an  opening clay, when the fire Night is that it is a lot Dr Steven Whitton read an 
tMh iives. in England King, his entourage, aild all the colder than it is here." saj s account of the tnal and punish- 
Vau@i@ask. ''so what?" Dr Norman Prentiss of the meinbxs of Parliament ~ ~ ~ u l d  Dickens Soine customs 111- went for Guy Fawkes. Those 
Jf ~ e y  up in Great English Department ~~elcomed be tficrc They hired Guy clude gathering around thc fire guilty of treason to the King 
Britaia, grw wm4rt =@)rate everyone and presided oxer the Fawkes, ail ar&nt Catholic to roast potatoes \+rapped in tin \+ere to be pulled along the 
F a w e  Bigger t h n  event. He read a sonnet b\ uith c.xperience 111 nliiling fa31, and drinlang hot soup and ground behind a horse. stran- 
E I - a l l w g ~  America. Guy John Donne about the e\ent. Favkes helped tuftnet ~ n d e r  ~ i & r  to keep narm In his gled by a noose. gutted. be- 
F a w k s  & when Britons and introduced all the speakers Parliament La %?$ %he gut~pow- home town of Kent. Dickeils headed. and quartered. The 
celeb* wir nation and the Dr Lenlmoils of the Histoq der in time for the openi~lg af says that a crond of thousands quarters were to be set up on a 
fact Wihewtq Guy Department summed up the Pariiat1c~t on N w m b e r  5, turn out each !ear to match the high place for people to see and 
w a ~  &ST&&, tried, c&tv~cte& story behmd the event. Kelt- A l t h g h  authorities Qscov- fireworks &splay. for rakens and flies to eat Such 
w a w d  along with all h& gious urxest & $ ~ c f ~  &tha%c e m l  the p d e r  on Noveinber " A d  it's great to watch thou- was the end of Gu! Faukes 
ators. People && mdf"ratesWt faithsdutii~g Zb@ 4 (a& 3 letter to a Parlia- sasids and thousands of people The effigy burned on Wednes- 
w m  shoot of Eirenorks. 1 ~ 0 0 %  fed *$&?en mizaheth to meal ~ & e r  from his relation all rrtainping (their cold feet) d q  night wore a name tag, 
of Guy Faakes. create theEluabethan Con~pro- in the rebellion). they waited and saj ing 'I ~vanna go hoine ' according to Prentiss, "so we 
'b the p t  t h r e  pars.  the mlse in 1558 She established overnight to see if they could So, I have to sa! that this is the don't throw the wrong person 
English Department has span- an English Church \+it11 the catch anyone Guy Fawkes was warmest November Fifth I on the fire." a 
Gerald Charles Dickens gives presentation Dickens with a Twist: on author and ancestor Charles Dickens 
by Cathy Higgins day night on the elekenth floor mesmerizing to listen to." says But the performer says things spective," he says 
F e a t u r e s  Writer of the library to an audlence Jeanette Price, an onlooker changed for him one Christmas This was Dickens' first per- 
The name Charles Dickens is that was standlng room only Dickens portra~ed characters that he \+as in college "I uas formance at a university. and 
recognized throughout the Dickens is a professional such as Oli.ier Tuist. Ebe- asked to read A Christmas he was impressed bq the recep- 
world The Victorian author speaker who tours the country nee7er Scrooge. and Urlah Carol at a function and I tion he recelved "I aluays 
wrote stones that chainpioned interpreting 111s great- Heep thought I'd do different voices seem to tour in the south for 
the underdog in a time when grandfather's work He Dickens dldll't always appre- to spice the characters up." he whatever reason and Jack- 
the boundaries of social separa- brought characters froin such ciate the literal?, uork of his says "Then I began to do illore soil~ille is one of the nicest 
tion in Great Britain were classics as "Dax~d Copperfield" great-grandfather "I thought it and more readlngs A couple of places I've been." he says 
severely draw11 These stories and "P~ckwick Papers" to life \+as crusty old writiilg I had to jears later I deleloped a one- "Ewnone is so friendl\ " 
that made his contemporary "I t q  to add personality to learn about in school." he says man-show " Thursday afternoon, the uni- 
readers laugh and c q  a hun- the characters from the stories Dickens sa\s he was not the Dickens says he has been versity honored Dickens nith a 
dred years ago are just as ilovel and bring them to life." he sajs best student in school and touring with this concept for luncheon in the Gamecock 
today Judglng by audience reaction. didn't care to knorv about his four years "I hake anapprecia- Center Among those at the 
Hls great-grandson. Gerald bnng them to life is exactl! heritage "MJ parents dldll't tion for his (Charles Dickens) 
Charles Dickens. spoke Thurs- what Dickens I d  "He's just push me." he sa!s work with an entirely neu per- see Dickens page 11 
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Hog Playiag 
0 0 9 Z i l * * * ~ ~ r  part 2 a good time, call HIGH ENERGY 
by Rache l  Riddel l  
Managing Editor 
High Energq. Jackson\ llle 
State's only ska shou. is one of 
tuo ska shous through the en- 
tire state. "and the better one I 
mlght add," says The Mule 
"The other ska show 1s at aii- 
other college " 
Torture racks, surprises, 
rants, gospels, lovers and 
Dance Hall Crashers these 
are all part of Thursday nights 
on 92-5 from 10 00 p m to 2 00 
a m on the show, Hlgh Energy 
Bozeman (Jason Bozeman), 
The Mule (Chris Mueller), and 
Special Jake are your hosts for 
the inuslc genre knovn as Ska 
(pronounced 'skah') 
"Ska started out In Jamaica," 
sajs The Mule. "in I~ke. barrio 
neighborhoods and stuff Peo- 
ple had plajed thelr regular 
reggae and they nanted to add 
some American influence to 
their nluslc A t d  they &d that 
\la some b ~ g  band nlusic. 
man "It's happy dance inusic 
It's all energetic. not to men- 
tion we're all wired when ue're 
here. especially Special Jake I 
think that's what ~t's all about. 
being crazy and ha\ ing fun 
"Name a show that has more 
special guests than us," sajs 
Bozeman 
Special Jake 1s a friend from 
the past that Bozeman hap- 
pened to run into recently He 
has now become a mainstay of 
the show "Things just 
wouldn't be the same without 
Special Jake," adds Bozeman 
"We're glad we got hlm " 
There is also Vic Cypert. \F ho 
brings his "gospel" eveq week 
Bozeman jumps up to speak, 
vhlle the muslc 1s play~ng. 
"he's the group intellect " The 
Mule leans back In his chair In 
front of the control board and 
adds. "he talks about sometlnng 
reallq stupid and makes 11 
sound really intelligent. basi- 
cally " Vic gibes 111s onn the- 
campus (for an evplanatlon of 
thls. it's necessary to brush up 
on your Brltish slang) Jon 
Thomas 1s a big ska fan He I 
met Bozeman in the drama de- 
partment. and dropped by the 
station one nlght "He's a 
malnstaj ever slnce that night." 
says Baeman 
"Uncle Buckshot" (a k a the 
enigmatic '.Crazy"). also a 
friend of Bozeman's. shares hls 
knowledge of redneck llfe in 
society "Mack Daddy" Chrls 
Colvard 1s another High Energy 
regular who manages to brlilg 
hls own brand of insanlt? to the 
show "Secretaq of Defense" 
Malley Prater provides securio 
for the shou in case thlngs get 
out of hand 
"We are the voice," says 
Bozeman "We are one of the 
shous that in\ ite our Iisten- 
ers to conle hang out with us 
Not a lot of shows do that 
When people win stuff (like the 
p i u a  g i ~  en atfay eveq week). 
rock it's basically a big nu\ o q .  "1 ellst as the psy cho-pop and people that call in LIe ask ~h~ x l g h  E~~~~ ervoys watchzng World 
of mainly reggae. punk. and b ~ g  betueelt the world of the brain thein to be on the show " 
dead and the norld of mindless Adds The Mule, "it\ because Champzonshlp Wre~tlzng every Monday nzght, and band " 
The shou is called Hlgh En- Thank you " trust the people that listen l- they really get znto zt. From left: Speczal Jake, 
e r a  because of the inusic -'I& High Energy also features the Bozeman, The Mule, and Mack Dad& Chr~s watch on 
11ke. 12s so happy," says Boze- biggest John Thomas on the see High Energy Page 1 1 as Stzng IS ambushed by the wrestlmng group n Wo. 
JSU Faculty Art Show- at Hammond 
J 
by PhUip Attingel- smooth. a contrast to some of that he did it just for a whim achieves intense texture in his 
Features Writer his other works in the show, and to put a new spin on his works. 
Along with the renovation qlhere Shaw used more aggres- work. With "Hat and Hat". Ceramist Steven Loucks pre- 
of the Hammond Hall sion in the actual cutting of his Osterbind says that the choice sented many of his decorative 
Gallery. visitors to the Fac- printing plate, . resulting in a of vibrant red hues had as much and functional pieces. Two 
u l ~  Art Exhibit will also see more textural background. to do with realism as creativ- pieces that are both titled 
innovation in the pieces in Charles Groover, Department ity., i.e. the hat was really that "Glorified Pouring Vessel" ob- 
the show. The JSU Faculty Head. has included three mixed red. Yet. his choice of color, as viously tend toward abstract 
Art Exhibit will run until media pieces. and one hand- well as with other artists in this form, yet Loucks differs from 
the end of November. colored gelatin print (photo). show, draws a great deal of many potters in that he makes 
Marvin Shawls lvorks in- These works included figure interest to his work. his pieces to be both functional 
clude a mandala-theme representations. "Every one should get a tech- and decorative at the same 
print and a lithograph land- Lee Manners, retired Art pro- nique, a strategy to work time. Every other piece Loucks 
scape. Shaw. who usually fessor. included two pieces through images, and go with submitted for this show can. 
shows wooden sculptures. from his recent series of sun- it." said Osterbind. "Sure 0th- and probably- will be used 
did prints this time. He flowers. Manners uses both ers have done splits (of im- around the house for a utilitar- 
explains that he only watercolor and mixed media to ages), but I'm going to move ian purpose. 
wanted to do wood and depict his subjects. The rough into other things" Diana Cadwallader presents 
linoleuin cuts. His mandala- texture of his paintings comes From Gary Gee, "Equinox's ethereal landscapes and ab- 
style print. titled froin brown paper. cardboard, Shadow" draws the viewer in stract acrylics on cam.as. She 
"Sullflo\vers Gone to Seed". burlap, envelopes. and other from across the room with a explained that two of her 
is designed to be printed, such materials Manners uses in vivid scene of rough tree trunks pieces. "Square Blue" and "It's 
rotated, and printed again. his works. in afternoon light. Gee works Red". are meant to seem like 
with an end result loolung Carter Osterbind included a in watercolor, yet always windows into a space. 
like that of a shield or spiri- recent series experimentation. "Iphigenia" also has this qual- 
tual symbol. Shaw explains Working froin still-life sub- :'&J*~ one shouldget a ity, as it draws the viewer into 
that both "A Classical Foun- jects, Osterbind created interest a strategy to a distant ocean horizon. In a 
tain" and "Moonlit Night" by leaving a section cut out of different vein, Cadwallader in- 
required more energy to, the center of his subject, but work throwh images~ eluded ~ ~ ( r ~ h ~  to ~ ~ f i u ,  a piece '" preces look as refined as they do. leaving the rest of it intact; meant to be viewed from close 
the JS'U E'a~lllt~ Art Show Each cut had to be planned much like a hill with a road cut up and from many different 
at Hammond Ha// and had to be straight and through it. Osterbind explains angles. @ 
I' , r 
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C H AO S by Br~an Shuster 
"Nice and easy. I don't want to have to use this." "Now Margaret, you know I didn't mean anything by 
it . . . after all, we ALL eat like pigs." 
C H A 0 S by Brian Shuster 
"Apparently, some kids hooked up your grandmother's 
pacemaker to The Clapper." 




5 Vast expanses 
9 Aid and - 
13 Arrive 
14 Armored cars 
16 Give up, as a 
territory 
17 Flat 
18 Pyle or Kovacs 
19 Zoo enclosure 
20 Those who remit 
22 Essential 
characters 
24 Writer - 
Fleming 
25 Fleurde- - 
26 Atilt 
30 Army rank 
34 Sharp taste 
35 Detecting devlce 
37 Decorate a room 
38 ?,In lock abbr. in 
NYC 
39 Container 
40 Drag laboriously 
41 Whitney and 0 1997 Tribune Media Setviws, Inc. 
Wallach NI righls W N ~ .  
43 Eatery 
45 Ceramic ~ i e c e  7 Sothern or 
46 Ebbed 
48 C hosses 
50 tight touch 
51 Observe 
52 Night wear 
56 Male titles 
60 Touch on 
61 Satisfies 




66 Hayworth or 
Moreno 
67 Basketball team 
68 Finishes 






12 Golfer's gadgets 






27 Soup server 
28 Prank 





DOWN 32 Grown-up 
1 Frosts a cake 33 Theater sections 45 Wobbles 55 Rescue 
2 Bird of peace 36 - Rather of the 47 Weir 56 Heal 
3 Sign news 49 1 Miserables" 57 Work on copy 
4 Type of library 42 Calms 52 Chessman 58 Ceremony 
5 More harsh 43 Lower in value 53 Rose's beloved 59 Line of junction 
6 Rabbit - 44 Withstands 54 Fair 62 Decade number 
"OK, now here's your horoscope! 'Romance and 
adventure are yours for the taking! Today's the 
day to tackle that big project you've been 
dying to get at."' 
CLOSE TO HOME JOHN MCR-IERSON 
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"True West" comes to life at Jax State 
by Chris Colvard up. In an odd twist of events, The play. as a whole, was a ling rivalry, at- times playful, with "True West" was done in 
Features Editor Lee sells a screenplay about rollercoaster of emotion, from were mostly haunting. Cro- the space of about a month. 
Is "True West" true to life as "the true west" to Saul (Tim love to hate, from camaraderie ley's transition from hipshot One month. For the incredible 
advertised? Phillips), Austin's producer. to confrontation. with no mid- comedy to blinding rage was caliber of the show done in that 
Damn straight! The ensuing power struggle is dle ground. There are no done effortlessly, almost eerily. month, one can only imagine 
Sam Shepard's "True West" Shepard's version of a contem- shades of gray in this produc- Pyle's degeneration from his the quality if given a more than 
captures the gritty atmosphere porary western showdown. tion, giving it a biting edge family lifestyle to his brother's adequate amount of,time to put 
of two brothers jockeying for Director Eric Wayne Key's sharp enough to cut diamond. level of drunkenness and thiev- on the show. 
position in each other's lives, use of the Second Stage helped The characters in the play, erq. was a gentle slide into the Everyone involyed with 
Austin (Phil file) is a moder- the mood of the play. The although somewhat exagger- abyss. There's one word that "True West" did a great job, 
ately successful Hollywood audience was only a foot or two ate4 were shown in a realistic can describe those behaviors - making this the breakthrough 
screenwriter, staying at his va- away from the onstage chaos, light. Not since Cain and Abel natural. show of the season. This was a 
cationing mother's (Jessica giving an uncomfortable inti- have two brothers fought to get The most amazing aspect of must-see event, and those who 
Geron) suburban Los Angeles macy to the production. They what's coming to them. the production is not in the missed this may not see a per- 
home to write, when his brother howled with glee and looked Both Pyle and Croley were performance, but the prepara- formance like this in a long 
Lee (Scott Croley), a vagrant with shockas the brothers went brilliant in their roles as the tion. The rehearsal, the set, while. 
and a professional thief, shows through their violent paces. ersatz Odd Couple. Their sib- and everything else involved And that's the truth. a 
Ben Folds Five One of the country's hottest bands is a three-man combo without a lead guitarist 
by Michael Amberson Sledge on bass; Darren Jessee band that doesn't have a gui- is a ballad about being very of you who haven't been to the 
Features Writer on drums; and Ben Folds on tarist. Wouldn't that be consid- unhappy in a relationship. The Roxy, it is music hall in Atlanta 
There is a group that you piano and lead vocals. And to ered blasphemy? Not ifyou ask song's content is very simple which holds about 1500 people. 
might want to check out. A say these guys have a certain bassist Robert Sledge. He, as and easy to understand. This The setting was much more 
group that soon, quite possibly. vibe together in their music is do the rest of the band think song is certainly very beautiful. intimate ... and the show was a 
will be one of the hottest com- an understatement. that guitarist seem to be very Some "musical experts" are completely different experience 
mercial groups going. And you While Ben is taking lead with self-righteous and try to hog the even predicting this song to be the one I had seen before. It 
know you would like to be that his smooth voice ... the duo of spotlight; in other words ... their major breakthrough song. was probably one of the top five 
person i l l 0  is sitting down Sledge and Jessee come to- putting a long guitar solo into Another entity that is pos- shows I have ever seen. The 
watching MTV, and say.. . "Hey, gether to form beautiful har- every song. sessed by the Chapel Hill trio is band also toured during the 
I heard of these guys years mony. This harmony is never Combine a classical piano, its live show ... it is anlazing. I summer this year in Lolla- 
ago." "I have liked them since more evident then on the with a rock bassist, and a jazz- have seen BF5 twice and was palooza. 
they released their first al- groups first release from their influenceddrummer ... and there very impressed by both shows. So what I am basically saying 
bun~...and it is amazing." Then newest album. "Whatever and you have it, well, kinda. You The first was in May at Music is to check these guys out. 
you will be admired by your Ever Amen", called " Battle of see, BF5's music is very com- Mid-town in Atlanta, among "Whatever and Ever Amen" 
friends and the world will think Who Could Care Less." You plicated ...y et it is very easy to about 200,000 of my closest would be a great addition to 
that you are some sort of niusi- might have seen the video for listen to. The music has such a friends. The energy the crowd anyone's musical collection. 
cal genius. this song on MTV around the laid back feel to it ... until all of gave to Ben Folds was very After that, shoot for the more 
Well my friends, now is your spring of last year. the sudden, you get hit with a evident. At one point, he pro- expensive, but arguably better 
thance to become the hero of But take a look at the line up song such as "Song For the ceeded to thrash his piano with first album "Ben Folds Five." 
many. The group's name is of BF5 and tell me what is Dumped; a whimsical, yet a stool. And by the way; why are they 
Ben Folds Five, a trio from missing. Ifyousaidtuba ...y our cynical look at, well, getting The second show I caught namedBenFoldsFive. Well, it 
Chapel Hill: North Carolina. right, but I was looking for dumped. was at the Roxy in Atlanta just sounds better than Ben 
The group features Robert guitar. That's right ... a rock BF5's latest release, "Brick", about a month ago. For those Folds Three. 
High Energy from page 10 
Some of the crazy antics on 
High Energy: 
Bozeman broadcasting in his 
underwear as part of a "double- 
dog dare with fries" 
*The Mule broadcasting with a 
possible aneurysm (a "make- 
shift headache", be thinks) 
*Dancing brealung out in the 
control room at any given mo- 
ment 
*Pulling difficult wrestling ma- 
neuvers on one another, like the 
Figure Four Leg Lock and the 
Lex Luger Torture Rack 
Don't forget High Energy 
kicks into gear every Thursday 
night on WLJS 91.9 FM. You 
can feel the vibe, win some- 
thing. and even be part of the 
show. 
Dickens from page 9 Dickens is a native of , 
small village in Great Britain 
lunch were students and fac- "It's an incredibly tiny village 
ulty of the English depart- that no one has ever heard of," 
ment. members of the Student he says. When he's not on 
Government Association, and tour, the storyteller manages a 
JSU alumni. theater that he co-owns. "It's 
At the lunch, Dickens was quite a busy schedule," he 
presented with gifts from vari- says. "But I enjoy it." 
ous campus organizations. 
Before the presentation, he 
shared the life of his great- 
grandfather with the Goup. , 
Highlights from the story in- 
clude the author's meager I Positions I 
childhood. from which his starting immediately 
stories were inspired. Dick- 
ens also shared his great- I Evening Phone Sales I 
grandfather's invention of the Wi 11 wO rk are nd 
serial, predecessor to today's 
soapopera,andhisshrewd I collegeschedule. I 
business sense, which made 
him a wealthy man. I paid Weekly I 
LOST OUR 
 ease As Seen On TY 
G o ~ M ~  out ok EUS~M~SS --I- t f f i  
Stock Reduction 
President's 
We couldn't think of a single 
reason for a sale, but the 
McNugget sale ends Feb. 
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Demons annihilate Jacksonville State, 42-21 
by Shannon Fagan 
Sports Editor 
The Gamecocks traveled to 
Natchitoches, Louisiana last 
Saturday to battle the 
Northwestern State Demons. 
Jacksonville State was over- 
whelmed by the final of 42-21. 
"Basically, we were manhan- 
dled," says head coach Mike 
Williams. "They played better on 
both sides of the ball than we did." 
In the first quarter, the Demons 
took their opening possession 75 
yards for a touchdown. 
Quarterback Warren Patterson 
took to the air and found Rob 
Robertson for a 30-yard touch- 
down. The extra point was good, 
giving the Demons the early 7-0 
advantage. 
Northwestern State wasn't fin- 
ished. After a Gamecock drive 
stalled, the Demons marched 
down the field again. This time, 
they did it on the ground. Running 
back Jeff Spikes bulldozed 
through several tacklers for a 23- 
yard touchdown scamper. The 
point after made it 14-0 Demons. 
The Gamecocks failed to establish 
a scoring drive and trailed at the 
half by two touchdowns. 
Things didn't get any better for 
the Gamecocks in the third quarter. 
Running back Ronnie Powell 
rumbled 93-yards for another 
Demon touchdown. It was the 
longest touchdown in school histo- 
ry, giving Northwestern State a 
comfortable 21-0 lead. 
The Demons didn't let up. Later 
in the quarter, they found the end 
zone again. Robertson scored his 
second touchdown of the evening 
on a one-yard run. The point after 
made it 28-0. 
Jacksonville State finally 
showed signs of life in the fourth 
quarter. On an eight play, 47-yard 
drive the Gamecocks lit up the 
scoreboard for the first time on the 
evening. Running back Amel 
Jackson scrambled three yards for 
the score. John Howard's extra 
point made it 28-7. 
On their next offensive posses- 
sion, the Demons drove the ball 46 
yards for yet another touchdown. 
Back-up quarterback Brandon 
Emanuel took the ball in from two- 
another touch- Ryan Freeman goes all out to make a tackle. 
down midway for two was good, but it was too to be Montressa Kirby's play. For 
through the fourth quarter on a late as the Gamecocks fell to 1-8 the game, Kirby completed 20 out 
three-yard run by Robertson. The on the season. of 38 passes for 380 yards and two 
extra point increased the lead to "I feel like we went backwards," touchdowns. He was named the 
42-13. says Williams. "The fact that we Gamecocks' Offensive Player of 
Jacksonville State scored late in didn't quit is impressive and that's the Week with his performance. 
the game when Kirby took to the something that will lead us to this Jacksonville State returns home 
air again. This time, receiver week's football game." this weekend to host Southwest 
Cedrick Allen hauled in the pass If there was a bright spot on the Texas State. Kickoff is at 2 p.m. 
for a 14-yard touchdown. The try evening for the Gamecocks, it had 
Gamecocks face Southwest Texas on Saturday 
by Will Roe 
Sports Writer 
Saturday's home football game 
against Southwest Texas State will 
be the Gamecocks' last chance to 
show what they have in front of the 
home folks. The Bobcats are going 
to be a tough assignment for the 
Gamecocks. To win, JSU must show 
some consistency on each side of the 
ball, something they have yet to do 
this season. 
Southwest Texas State is tied for 
last in the Southland Football 
League standings with JSU and Troy 
State. The Bobcats have not played 
like a last place team, though. They 
are coming off of back-to-back road 
losses at Stephen F. Austin and 
McNeese State. Their lone SFL win 
of the season came against Troy 
State 31-17 earlier in the season. In 
their 3 1-28 loss at Stephen F. Austin 
two weeks ago, the Bobcats played 
right with the Lumberjacks. 
Jacksonville State was blown out by 
the Lumberjacks earlier in the sea- 
son. 
To examine the Bobcats, you have 
to look past their record. They will 
bring one of college football's best- 
kept secrets in running back Claude 
Mathis. Mathls has already rushed 
for over 1,200 yards on the season 
and has 11 touchdown carries. He 
has averaged 136 yards per game, 
and owns a 5.1 average yards-per- 
rush. 
The Bobcats are not one-dimen- 
sional. They can throw the football 
with success. Senior quarterback 
David Williams has thrown for near- 
ly 1,500 yards on the season with 10 
touchdown passes and eight inter- 
ceptions. 
The main thing for the Gamecock 
defense is to stop Claude Mathis. 
Jacksonville State is the league's 
worst team against the run, giving up 
an average of 228 rushing yards per 
game. That will have to change 
quickly for JSU to have a chance on 
Saturday, or Mathis will literally run 
over the Gamecocks. Chances are 
that will be the Southwest Texas 
plan- to keep the ball on the ground 
and wear out the Gamecock defense. 
The Gamecocks have not only 
been inconsistent on defense, but the 
offense has not been performing up- 
to-par in their last few games as well. 
Despite having the best passing 
game in the SFL, the Gamecocks 
have the worst rushing offense. 
Quarterback Montressa Kirby 
found another target to go to on 
Saturday: Ronald Bonner. Bonner 
set a school record with his 247 
The main thing for the 
Gamecock defense is to 
stop running back Claude 
Mathis. 
receiving yards in Saturday's game 
at Northwestern State. Bonner will 
be a big part of the JSU offense for 
the next two games because of the 
leg injury to Joey Hamilton. 
The offense will be hoping to build 
on the attempted fourth quarter 
comeback last Saturday at 
Northwestern State. The 
Gamecocks were down 28-0 before 
the offense woke up and scored 21 
fourth quarter points, only to lose 42- 
2 1. JSU has not scored any first-half 
points since the Middle Tennessee 
State game on October 4th. 
The Gamecocks are going to have 
to start grabbing the momentum 
early in the football game by scoring 
early. 
They were able to do that in the wln 
at Sam Houston State earlier in the 
season, and it paid off. They have 
not doneso since. 
Jacksonville State has never lost 
seven straight games in a season 
until now. Coach Williams IS trying 
to put that "hate to lose" philosophy 
in his players. 
That is hard to do when you play in 
the nation's best ~ i v i s h n  I-AA con- 
ference. 
The Gamecocks have been playing 
good football teams. The end result 
has been a 1-8 record so far. With 
their final two games in Alabama, 
the Gamecocks look to have some- 
thing to build on for next season. 
Lady Gamecocks decimated in home opener 
by Bob Helm 
Sports Writer 
After limited practice time as a 
team, the Lady Gamecocks showed 
flashes of speed, aggressiveness 
and cohesiveness. Ultimately, the 
Lady Gamecocks fell to the United 
States Armed Forces 80-57. 
Thursday's exhibition at Pete 
Mathews Coliseum was the first 
game of the season for JSU. It was a 
tall task to take on an experienced 
and athletic Army team that had 
already played several games this 
year. But, the Gamecocks played 
with heart and emotion neverthe- 
less. 
JSU was led by center Melissa 
Harden who achieved a dauble-dou- 
ble, scoring 15 points and pulling 
down a game high 14 rebounds. 
Those numbers are even more 
impressive considering that Harden 
battled a pair of 6-1 front liners for 
Army. 
"Melissa always plays hard," 
coach Dana Austin said. . 
On the floor for loose balls and 
even taking a hard spill (in an exhi- 
bition game), Harden reflected her 
team's unwillingness to quit. 
The United States Armed Forces 
displayed a powerful inside-outside 
game led by center Cassandra 
Howard. She scored a game high 
19 and snatched 10 rebounds. 
Three-point shooting ace Sharon 
Lyons scored 15 points and point 
guard Felicia Griffin added 12 
points. 
Sylvia Cummings, a 6-1 power 
forward, was held to only three 
points but had 13 rebounds and two 
blocks to add to the formidable 
front line of the Armed Forces team. 
The rustiness of only two weeks of 
practice showed as JSU committed 
24 turnovers and shot only 28% for 
the game. On the positive side how- 
ever, the Gamecocks forced a com- 
parable 21 turnovers and held the 
Armed Forces to a season low 36% 
shooting. 
In fact, the Gamecocks pressure 
defense was simply smothering at 
times. That was not enough t o ,  
please Coach Austin though as she 
expects more than defensive spurts 
only. 
"We have got to turn it up defen- 
sively and must be more physical 
and aggressive," Austin says. 
Even though JSU lost a couple 
key seniors to graduation, this team 
still possesses key elements for suc- 
cess including size and speed. The 
Lady Gamecocks open the season 
officially on November 24th against 
Alabama State in Montgomery. 
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What's wrong with 
by Shannon Fagan Kentucky in overtime and were 
Sports Editor decimated by Tennessee at Legion 
Field on the third Saturday in 
University of Alabama, Auburn 
University, Troy State, and 
Jacksonville State. 
After last year's win over 
Michigan in the Outback Bowl, the 
Alabama Crimson Tide just hasn't 
been the same. Gene Stallings 
retired and Mike DuBose took over 
as head coach. The Tide's season 
started out with promise by beating 
their first two opponents, Houston 
and Vanderbilt. However, things 
started going south in a hurry. 
They lost to the Arkansas 
Razorbacks in a heartbreaker, 17- 
16, in the third week of the season. 
The team lost two weeks later to 
October. The Tide also lost their 
Homecoming game at Bryant- 
Denny Stadium to Louisiana Tech 
and most recently to the LSU 
Tigers. Alabama hasn't won a game 
all season at Bryant-Denny. They 
are 0-3 there, the worst losing streak 
ever since the Tide moved to 
Tuscaloosa. 
Everyone has their own opinion 
on what's wrong. Some people say 
that DuBose is the wrong man for 
the job. Some think that defensive 
end Michael Myers' signing with an 
agent cost the team another great 
defensive season. Others say the 
Tide is rebuilding. Whatever the 
case may be, it isn't typical 
Alabama football. 
Another team that started out with 
such promise was Auburn. They 
looked like they would be a strong 
contender for the Southeastern 
Conference this year. With losses to 
Florida and Mississippi State, how- 
ever, things are looking cloudy to 
say the least. 
Auburn's head coach Terry 
Alabama's football teams? 
Bowden is at a crucial point in his 
career. His contract comes up at the 
end of this season and it is uncertain 
whether or not he will be around 
next year. If he makes a strong 
showing in his final few games and 
makes another bowl appearance, 
look for him to be back. 
The Tigers still have a shot at 
going to the SEC Championship. 
They still have a chance at going to 
a major bowl if they win the 
remainder of their games. 
However, Auburn may have shot 
themselves in the foot with those 
two conference losses to the Gators 
and the Bulldogs. This could dash 
their hopes of returning to national 
prominence once again. 
Switching gears to Division I-AA, 
Troy State is having a tough season 
as well. The Trojans are one of the 
toughest teams in Division I-AA. 
They are ranked every year and are 
Pressure to win immedi- ' 
ately is at an all-time 
high in "The Football 
Capital of the South." 
no strangers to post-season play. 
This season, the Trojans are 4-5 
overall and are tied for last place in 
the Southland FootbalI League. 
They are unranked for the first time 
in several years. Some say Troy 
State is finally feeling the pressures 
of moving up in classification. 
Others think they are having an off- 
season. With two weeks left in the 
season, the Trojans can still finish 
with a winning record. However, 
their post-season hopes have faded 
away. 
Jacksonville State looked to take 
their program to the next level when 
they hired Mike Williams last 
December. It has been a tough sea- 
son for the Gamecocks, winning 
just one game all year. The offense 
was advertised as highly explosive, 
and at times it has been. 
Quarterback Montressa Kirby has 
been the team's bright spot. He has 
broken several passing records this 
season alone. 
The team started out looking like 
the most explosive team this state 
has seen in quite some time. 
Unfortunately, the team hasn't 
been able to establish any consis- 
tency. The Gamecocks have lost 
their last seven games and the 
schedule-maker wasn't kind. The 
team only had four home dates 
scheduled and road trips to 
Missouri, Texas, and Louisiana. 
Jacksonville State can still finish 
with a better record than the 1-9 
season a year ago. however, the 
task at hand will be tough. 
The Gamecocks will host 
Southwest Texas State in their final 
home game and then will travel to 
Troy to conclude the season. 
The thing I-see with all of these 
teams can be summed up in one 
word: transition. Each team is mov- 
ing in new directions and they 
haven't fared well at all. Pressure 
to win immediately is at an all-time 
high. 
Unfortunately for these teams, a 
bad season in "The Football Capital 
of the South" is unheard of. This 
state is so used to winning. For 
these programs and their coaches, it 
is difficult to face their fans in what 
has truly been a disappointing sea- 
son. 
Coach Howe sees success from record season 
by Angel Weaver 
Sports Wrlter 
Lookng back on the season, 
women's soccer coach Lisa Howe 
feels that her team is right on sched- 
ule 
The socce; program was formed in 
1995, when Howe gathered together 
a group of girls, mostly freshmen, 
and began coaching them toward 
success After three years of worlung 
together, the team is finally reaping 
the benefits. 
"Before this year, we looked at our 
success in terms of our development 
and improvement. Now we're see- 
ing our success come back in wins," 
Howe says 
According 
point in the 










or three games before that, so i 
boosted morale," she says. 
The second game against Tro) 
State University attracted thc 
Ixgest crowd in JSU history 
Howe says beating Troy at home 
7-0 was a great feeling. After tha~ 
victory, Howe says that the mooc 
was very pol 















won it overtime. 
"Even though it didn't have any 
standing in the conference, it was 
nice to compete against a bigger 
school and to do well," Howe 
says. 
Howe believes that the team's 





















on the field now, and they know 
each other's strengths and weak- 
nesses," she says. 
Southeastern Conference. The1 The Lady Gamecocks success 
Lady Gamecocks were down 1-0 i led them to their first Trans 
with only about eight mnutes left Ed Hill American Athletic Conference 
when they tied up the game, then Soccer coach Lisa Howe appearance. 
"It's a huge accomplishment, and 
it's going to do so much for our pro- 
gram," says Howe. Despite their loss 
in the final game against Georgia 
State, Howe feels that the girls have 
gained valuable experience. 
Howe believes the team did very 
well, but Georgia played better. "Our 
girls really had a hard time putting 
everything together in the last two 
games," says Howe. "We had a real 
tough time defensively, so. that is 
something that we'll correct." 
Overall, Howe believes the girls are 
making great improvements each 
year. 
"The first season was definitely a 
See Howe page 15 
Gamecocks' late run proves too much for VASDA 
by Shannon Fagan 
Sports Editor 
The 1997 basketball season 
began on Tuesday evening for the 
Gamecocks at Pete Mathews 
Coliseum. They hosted an 
exhibiton game against the 
VASDA Blue team. 
The game was close, but the 
Gamecocks used a late run to slam 
the door on VASDA. They won by 
the final of 114-103. 
Jacksonville State was led by 
four players. Jay Knowlton, Wes 
Fowler, Jason Robinson, and 
Derrell Johnson each scored in 
double figures to help lead the 
Gamecocks. 
No one knew what to expect 
from the Gamecocks. They played 
with the knowledge that this would 
be their last season playing under 
head coach Bill Jones. 
They responded well in their first 
game, but coach Jones sees room 
for improvement. 
"It was our first outing under the 
lights, so to speak. We've got to 
get our substitution pattern down 
better," Jones said after the game. 
It was a typical game for teams 
just beginning the season. Ther 
were several missed opportunities 
for .both teams. 
Several new Gamecocks made 
their debuts on the evening. Nibra 
White, Jason Robinson, Alex 
Beason, Mike Nafzinger, and Niki 
Okalovitch all got plying time. 
For the Gamecocks, it was their 
first opportunity to face someone 
other than themselves. 
"We run things against the same 
people everyday. We know 
eachother well enough that it was 
time for us to play other guys," 
says Jones. 
The Gamecocks seemed to have 
trouble stopping VASDA's Jay 
Price. Price led all scorers with 37 
points. He was virtually the 
team's offense on the night. 
Jacksonville State trailed at the 
half b y  one, but roared back in the 
second half to win by 1 1  points. 
"I hope we get a little better. 
We've obviously got to start work- 
lng with the ball.We've got to put 
in some more things," Jones 
admits. 
Jones feels that several things in 
particular need to be worked on in 
order for the team to play consis- 
tently 
"We've got to attack the zone I 
hope we don't see any bigger 
zones than we saw tonight," says 
Jones. "We've also got to do some 
offensive press work as well as 
work on the smaller things that 
could hurt us as time goes on " 
Jones admitted he was impressed 
with the VASDA team, especially 
Price 
"I was really impressed with 
VASDA. They have a lot of expe- 
rienced players. We didn't do 
much of anything to stop Jay 
Price. He's a terrific offensive 
player," claims Jones. 
Jacksonville State will next play 
on November 18. They will play 
at Georgia Southern in their regu- 
lar season opener. 
From there, they will travel to 
Alabama State and will play the 
Alabama Crimson Tide on 
November 24 at Coleman 
Coliseum. 
The next home game won't be 
until November 29. The 
Gamecocks' regular season home 
opener will be against Tennessee 
Tech at 7 p.m. 
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Howe from page 14 
learning experience for this universi- 
ty as well as myself and the girls," 
says Howe. "I was happy for our 
girls because they really came 
together at the end of the season and 
played well." 
In 1995, the first season for 
women's soccer, Howe led JSU to a 
4- 12-1 record. In the program's sec-' 
ond season, the Lady Gamecocks 
added two additional wins. The third 
season was marked by even more 
wins, culminating in their appear- 
ance at the TAAC Tournament. 
Before accepting the job at JSU, 
Howe coached at Berry College in 
Georgia, where she led the women's 
soccer team to a 13-9-1 record in 
1994. Besides her head coaching 
experience, Howe has been involved 
with the United States Youth Soccer 
Association's Olympic 
D~velopment Program as a region 
staff coach since 1993. 
"I had a vision, a feeling about soc- 
cer here at JSU," says Howe. "I 
knew soccer was going to be big 
here." 
Howe credits the girls with their 
recent success. "These girls deserve 
a lot of credit because of how far 
they've brought this program," 
Howe says. She says that they came 
in the first year with one goal, to put 
JSU soccer on the map. 
Howe's plans for next year include 
qualifying for the TAAC again. 
According to Howe, next year will 
be a big year since several of the 
girls will be graduating. For them, 
there is only one more chance for a 
conference win. 
"I want to make the conference 
tournament from now on," says 
Howe. "But this group is always 
special because they did it frst." 
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replayed yet, and we didn't want 
to jeopardize any poss~ble decl- 
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, In whlch 150 students 
flooded onto the court, 
has issued a warn~ng to students 
that they may face pun~shment ~f 
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- e has since apologized 
n r 7  1 t . . 
I f o r  Ilie rc111itrL \
to read, too. 
. . . . . 1  . . . : . .  , .  . , . - -. . - - .- - , 1 1 L 1 1 .  , ,  . > =-- -- ~ 
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111 One-Year Anniversary Sale ... 
pine High Powered A M  / FM CD Player = $299 
JVC / FM Cassette w/ 12 Disc Changer = $429 
pine 12" Sublwoof rs - $1.99 per pair 
200 Watt Am iers - $1 79 
terns S ing at just $1 19 
All Stereos Include Free Installation (in most cars, plus parts). 
Discount not valid with any other offer. 
Financing is Available1 Jimmy's now offers 90 
Days Same as Cash! 
Layaway now for Christmas! 
305 South Quintard Avenue, Anniston Call 237-1 277 
10% Discount with Valid Student ID 
bow making Top-Quality Computers affordable for everyonel 
Financing Available! 
No Down Payment, 
with Payments from 
$40 to $55 per month 
on any system! Call 
today for quick,easy 
credit approval! 
1 ,  32MB ED0 RAM Ilr 16MB ED0 RAM I I AlaComp CAN upgrade any 
+ 3.2 Gig Hard Disk 
+ 17" Digital Monitor 
+ 56k Modem W/ ~2 
I , 2mb 64-bit PC1 Video , 2mb 64-bit PC1 Video + 24x CD-ROM Drive 11 + 24x CD-ROM Drive 
+ 2.1 Gig Hard Disk 
' 4" Digital Monitor 
+ 33.6FaxModem 
Full version CD-ROM- $299 cash! Call AlaComp and u p  
Windows 95 Full OSR2- $1 19 grade that old slow system today! 
All Systems Include: 512k Pipeline Burst L2 Cache, 
Microsoft Windows 95 O S R ~  CD-ROM, Mouse, Speakers, 
Windows 95 Keyboard, ldbit PnP Stereo Sound Card, Choice 
of Mini or Mid-Tower Case, One Year Warranty, and CD pack 
with 7 CD-ROM titles including Groliers '97 encyclopedia. 
Memory- 8mb-$35 16mb-$59 computer system! Bring in that 
Modems- 33.6--$59 56k-$95 old 386 or 486 and leave with a 
Acer FX-3, Sound Card- $29 Pentium 200mhz computer for 
Microsoft Office Professional less than $500! SO, save some 
r AlaComp Computer Technologies 05 South Quintard Avenue, Annisto Next to Betty's 66Q, in front of Jimmy's Car Stereo Call 237-1 277 
